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TOP DVD to GPhone Converter is a professional and powerful tool to convert your favorite
DVD movies to popular video formats which include GPhone H.264, GPhone MPEG-4, MP3,
etc. With an easy-to-use interface, you can also convert  DVD-5, DVD-9 and IFO to the
formats mentioned above.

TOP DVD to GPhone Converter provides powerful functions such as ripping any segment of
DVD as you like, previewing the input files, customizing the output effect, etc.

TOP DVD to GPhone Converter supports all common portable players like MP3, MP4,
iPhone, GPhone, PSP, PS3, Apple TV, etc. download it for free and have a try right now, and
you will not be disappointed!

Key Features

Optimized formats

Support converting DVD to GPhone H.264, GPhone MPEG-4, MP3.
Support the output image format of BMP.

Powerful functions

Preview the input files before conversion, and conversion can be more accurate.
Clip any segment of the DVD by clicking the "Clip" button in preview and setting begin
and end time.
Customize the output effect by setting video size, video quality, audio channel, audio
quality, etc.
Shut down the computer automatically when conversion is finished.
Capture images in preview with a snapshot and save them in BMP format.

Faster, handier and better

Amazingly high conversion speed, unmatchable among all the converters.
Clear-cut and fresh interface, with which you can handle it without any professional
knowledge.
Support multithreading and batch conversion process, which will definitely accelerate
the traditional conversion speed.
Excellent output quality completely the same as the original one.

Reference
Input format support :   DVD-5, DVD-9, IFO image files
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Output format support:    GPhone H.264, GPhone MPEG-4, MP3
Output image format support:    BMP
Output device support:    MP3, MP4, iPhone, GPhone, PSP, PS3, Apple TV

System Requirement
OS:    Win2000/2003/XP, Windows Vista
Processor:    1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
RAM:    512MB memory or above
Hard Disk:    100MB or above
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